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ABSTRACT
In Genetic Programming (GP) systems, particularly those that target
general program synthesis problems, it is common to use imperative
programming languages to represent evolving code. In this work,
we consider the benefits of using a purely functional, rather than an
imperative, approach. We then demonstrate some of these benefits
via an experimental comparison of the pure functional language
Haskell and the imperative language Python when solving program
synthesis benchmarks within a grammar-guided GP system. No-
tably, we discover that the Haskell programs yield a higher success
rate on unseen data, and that the evolved programs often have a
higher degree of interpretability. We also discuss the broader issues
of adapting a grammar-based GP system to functional languages,
and highlight some of the challenges involved with carrying out
comparisons using existing benchmark suites.
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• Software and its engineering → Genetic programming;
Functional languages; Automatic programming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automatic programming has the potential to transform the soft-
ware development process by changing the role of developers and
empowering non-expert users. Program synthesis is one aspect of
automatic programming where the goal is to automatically generate
programs based on some specification or user prompt. Historically,
GP has had many successes in the automatic creation of programs.
It has achieved this by evolving programs in a variety of languages,
e.g. C++ [5, 24], Java [8, 28], most recently, Python [12, 13, 35], and
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many more. These are all examples of imperatively styled program-
ming languages. On the other hand, the literature on programs
evolved in a functional style is sparse [1, 22, 23, 40, 44]. Other lan-
guages targeted by GP include several domain specific languages
and Push [25, 38].

Recently, the introduction of program synthesis benchmarks has
increased interest in this domain within the GP community. Hel-
muth and Spector’s General Program Synthesis Benchmark Suite
[18] (from here on referred to as the benchmark suite) introduced
29 general programming tasks. It has so far been tackled by two
GP systems in particular: the first using PushGP to evolve Push
programs [18], and the second using Grammar Guided GP (GGGP)
to evolve Python programs [12]. Both systems were able to solve
several of these problems, but, despite this, low success rates over
multiple runs are commonplace and there is often a lack of gen-
eralisation to unseen data. Further work has been carried out to
address both issues [13, 17, 35], but this remains an open area.

In this work, we tackle a subset of the benchmark suite with pro-
grams evolved in a purely functional programming language. GGGP
evolves programs using a context-free grammar that ensures pro-
grams are type safe. Context-free grammars can be created for any
programming language. We use the program synthesis grammar
design pattern to construct our grammar for the Haskell language.
This design pattern, presented in [12], allows GP to tackle any
arbitrary program synthesis problem by creating an independent
grammar for all data types considered; these can then be selected
according to the data types required for a given problem.

It is known that program representation plays an important role
in the success of a GP system [15]. GGGP and stack based GP have
both been shown to be effective at program synthesis. What is less
well known, with respect to GGGP, is what role language choice
plays in the effectiveness of the technique. There is good reason to
believe that evolved functional programs will be able to generalise
better to unseen data than imperative programs [44].

It is also reasonable to suggest that because we can compose
functions and make use of higher order functions we will be able
to achieve the same results (as evolved imperative programs) with
smaller instruction sets, which will reduce the search space. It may
also be feasible to evolve generic functional programs that can op-
erate over multiple data types. Previous work in GP has considered
similar ideas, particularly Yu [44], who created a GP system with
functional programming paradigms to show the benefits of this
style of GP over standard (at the time) GP methods.

In this study, we investigate the evolution of purely functional
style programs for tackling a subset of the problems from the bench-
mark suite. We find that, for a number of these problems, the func-
tional approach yields higher success rates and generalises well to
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unseen data. Despite this success, the results also suggest that ad-
justments should be made to adapt the program synthesis grammar
design pattern for use with functional programming languages.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an overview
of program synthesis in GP, Section 3 discusses different program-
ming paradigms, Section 4 presents the approach we have taken
for evolving functional programs, Sections 5 and 6 describe the
experimental setup and results, the discussion follows in Section 7.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the study and suggests future work.

2 PROGRAM SYNTHESIS
Program synthesis refers to the automatic generation of executable
code based on some description of how the system should operate.
The automatic synthesis of programs has the potential to revolu-
tionise computing by making programming easier for developers
and non-developers alike. As such, many different research commu-
nities are working on the problem independently, each achieving
different successes: Programming Languages [27, 33, 37], Machine
Learning [4, 9] and Evolutionary Computing [12, 13, 17–19].

For a full survey of GP in the program synthesis domain we direct
the reader to [36]. In GP, program synthesis is mostly viewed as an
inductive programming problem; that is, the program is generated
based on input/output examples, although some work has consid-
ered more formal specifications [22, 23, 43] and partial programs
[3]. It is also worth noting Genetic Improvement [31] approaches,
which work via the manipulation of existing programs. The bench-
mark suite from Helmuth and Spector [18] (see Section 5.1) was a
catalyst for increasing interest in general program synthesis within
the GP community. Two GP approaches to the benchmark suite are
discussed here: PushGP and GGGP.

PushGP [39] is a GP system that evolves programs in the stack-
based programming language, Push [39]. PushGP has achieved
impressive results across various domains [25, 38]; it has also been
successful at tackling many of the problems from the benchmark
suite. Despite potential benefits in terms of evolvability, an argu-
ment against PushGP is that Push is not a commercial language, it
was designed specifically for GP, and therefore programs evolved in
Push are less likely to be adopted for use in real-world applications.
However, this is debatable, since one of the aims of GP must be
to tackle program synthesis problems that humans cannot, which
would make language choice less relevant; a solution in an unfa-
miliar language is better than not having a solution in a familiar
language. Despite Push being an imperatively styled language, our
focus is on language choice in the context of GGGP and as Push
is synonymous with PushGP, we do not consider it further in this
study.

GGGP uses a context-free grammar to construct genotypes that
are type safe, syntactically sound individuals (so long as the gram-
mar has been designed to ensure this property). In GGGP there
are two approaches to representation: derivation trees and linear
genomes. When evolving using a grammar with a large number of
non-terminals (like those for arbitrary program synthesis problems),
linear genomes can produce invalid solutions; this occurs during
the mapping process when all the genes in the genome have been
spent yet the program still contains non-terminal nodes. For this

reason, in program synthesis, derivation tree GGGP has been pre-
ferred [12, 35]. In derivation tree GGGP the grammar acts as a guide
to ensure the derived trees are valid, and the usual GP operators
on trees can then be used (again ensuring valid programs).

In grammar design, one concern is that the grammar is as small as
possible, so that evolution can efficiently traverse the search space,
but still remain expressive enough to encode a solution. In program
synthesis we want a grammar to be able to solve any program
synthesis problem, and this may include many data types and func-
tions that operate on these. To address these competing concerns,
Forstenlechner et al. [12] presented the grammar design pattern
for program synthesis problems. This suggests creating grammars
for each individual data type and selecting these, component-wise,
corresponding to the data types of the given problem. This is an
effective way of reducing the size of the grammar for each prob-
lem, whilst preserving the ability to tackle any program synthesis
problem.

3 ON PROGRAMMING PARADIGMS
There are often clear reasons for choosing one programming para-
digm over another. However, possibly more often, the choice comes
down to personal preference. Here we discuss some of the reasons,
good and bad, for both the use of a purely functional style of pro-
gramming (in Haskell) and imperative programming (in Python).

3.1 Imperative Programming
In imperative programming the programmer lays out, step by step,
the actions that must be taken by the computer to achieve the
program’s goal. Each of these steps may change the program’s
internal state. The main focus of the programmer is how to perform
the underlying task and to maintain the correct program state. As
programs are designed to follow this step-wise structure, the order
of execution is important and follows the program’s structure. This
flow may be controlled by loops and conditionals.

The imperative programming style is by far the most common
in the developer ecosystem. Of the 10 most abundant languages on
GitHub, all 10 are of imperative style [14]. The state of the existing
programming ecosystem seems to be one of the main drivers of why
these languages are so popular; for instance, it is no surprise that
Javascript tops the list of languages on GitHub when it is the main
language for web development. Once a language is as pervasive
as the mainstream languages are (because of their historical use)
then they tend to continue to grow. Then, because so many tools
depend on them, they do not disappear; this has been called “The
complete absence of death” [32].

Imperative style programming is relatively easy to learn, and it is
usually the style first taught (another reason for its dominance). This
is perhaps because the conceptual model of a problem translates
directly to a step by step program; all the programmer needs to
know is the syntax to implement it. The small leap required from
conceptual model to code also means they are quick to prototype in.
Often these grow into much larger projects; again, another reason
for how pervasive imperative languages are.

To compare the style of an imperative program with the func-
tional version presented in the next section, we present a reference
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implementation in Python of the well known programming prob-
lem, FizzBuzz1. The snippet was taken from RosettaCode [6].
def fizzbuzz(n):

for elem in range(n):
if elem % 3 == 0 and elem % 5 == 0:

print("FizzBuzz")
continue

elif elem % 3 == 0:
print("Fizz")
continue

elif elem % 5 == 0:
print("Buzz")
continue

print(elem)

fizzbuzz(100)

In imperative programming, state is mutable, and a key task for
the programmer is maintaining it correctly. This is not always easy.
As an example, consider this code snippet where the intention is to
remove odd numbers from a list:
numbers = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]

def remove_odds(list):
for i in list:

if i %2 != 0:
del list[i]

print(list)

remove_odds(numbers)

We might expect this snippet to return [2, 4, 6, 8, 10].
However, lists are mutable and here the list we are iterating over
changes as we iterate, resulting in Python trying to retrieve a list
index that no longer exists. This is a so-called side effect of mutable
state changing programs.

3.2 Functional Programming
Functional programming, compared to imperative programming,
cares less about how to do it and more about what to do. The basis
of functional programming is applying functions to arguments.
Programs in a functional language can be viewed as mathematical
functions. The main focus of the programmer is how to reason
about the underlying task so that the program achieves its goal
correctly.

In this study we are interested in purely functional programming.
Purely functional programs use pure functions; that is, for the same
input they will always return the same output. From this, it follows
that there are no side effects. Side effects are a major source of bugs
in programs, like the one highlighted in the previous section.

Here we show a reference implementation for the same FizzBuzz
programming task as before, but this time in a functional style
using the Haskell language. The snippet was again taken from
RosettaCode [7].

1FizzBuzz:Given an integer𝑛, return: “Fizz” if n is divisible by 3; “Buzz” if𝑛 is divisible
by 5; “FizzBuzz” if 𝑛 is divisible by both 3 and 5; and finally 𝑛 as a string if it is not
divisible by either 3 or 5.

fizzbuzz :: Int -> String
fizzbuzz x

| f 15 = "FizzBuzz"
| f 3 = "Fizz"
| f 5 = "Buzz"
| otherwise = show x
where

f = (0 ==) . rem x

main :: IO ()
main = mapM_ (putStrLn . fizzbuzz) [0 .. 99]

The first thing to notice is that, unlike Python, Haskell is stat-
ically typed. However, it should be noted that many imperative
languages are typed. Both implementations use a series of condition-
als. The Python function does this in a for loop with if statements,
step by step, with everything contained in the one function. On
the other hand, the Haskell version abstracts the logic into a sepa-
rate function, which is then passed as an argument to a mapping
function to print the correct output. This is an example of modular
programming (discussed below). The Haskell implementation also
uses an anonymous function f for the conditional check, this makes
the program less verbose.

Modular programming is supported in functional languages
through higher order functions and is one of their most power-
ful features [21]. This is true for pure and non-pure functional
languages. A higher order function is a function that either takes
one (or more) functions as arguments or returns another function
as an output. Well known examples are map, reduce, filter, and
fold. The power of higher order functions is that we do not need
to write every function we need, since we can compose functions
with other functions. When combined with polymorphism it means
that we can operate on data structures of any type using a small set
of functions. The power of higher order functions combined with
polymorphism is best shown by example:
filter even [1, 2, 3, 4]
filter (/='*') "GECCO '22, Boston*"
filter (/=[]) [[1,3], [], [34, 67]]

As shown, the filter function can operate over multiple data
types and we can pass different functions as arguments to create
different composed functions as required.

We have already seen that the most popular languages are of
imperative design. One reason for functional languages not being
as widely adopted corresponds to one of the reasons for impera-
tive languages being popular — there is less of it currently in the
ecosystem, so less perceived need for it. Functional languages are
also regarded as being difficult to learn, with a steeper learning
curve [42]. However, popularity of functional programming lan-
guages is increasing [20, 29]. It should also be noted that functional
language motifs are now commonplace in many mainstream lan-
guages that can be classed as imperative. Many languages are now
hybridised with support for higher order functions, generics, and
other functional idioms.

Despite many desirable qualities, the literature on GP that in-
cludes some aspect of functional programming is limited when
compared to GP that considers imperatively styled programs. It
is over 20 years since Yu wrote a PhD thesis on the benefits of a
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<code> ::= <int_list>
<int_list_var> ::= 'xs'|'ys'
<number> ::= <num><num><num>
<num> ::= '0'|'1'|'2'|'3'|'4'|'5'|'6'|'7'|'8'|'9'
<int_list_const> ::= '[]'
<arith_ops> ::= '+'|'-'|'*'
<int_arith_ops_protected> ::= 'safeIntDiv'|'safeMod'
<prefix> ::= ''|'-'
<comp_op> ::= '=='|'/='|'<'|'>'|'>='|'<='
<fold> ::= 'foldr'|'foldl'
<int> ::= <int_value>|<int_expression>
<int_value> ::= <number>
<int_expression> ::= '('<prefix>' '<int>')'|'(abs '<int>')'|'(max '<int>' '<int>')'|'(min '<int>' '<int>')'

|'('<arith_ops>' '<int>' '<int>')'|'('<int_arith_ops_protected>' '<int>' '<int>')'
|'(length '<int_list>')'|'(safeMinimumInts '<int_list>')'|'(safeMaximumInts '<int_list>')'
|'(safeHeadInts '<int_list>')'|'(safeLastInts '<int_list>')'|'(sum '<int_list>')'
|'('<fold>' ('<arith_ops>') '<int>' '<int_list>')'
|'('<fold>' ('<int_arith_ops_protected>') '<int>' '<int_list>')'

<int_list> ::= <int_list_value>|<int_list_expression>
<int_list_value> ::= <int_list_const>|<int_list_var>
<int_list_expression> ::= '(filter ('<comp_op>' '<int>') '<int_list>')'|'(safeReplicate '<int>' '<int>')'

|'(map abs '<int_list>')'
|'(zipWith ('<arith_ops>') '<int_list>' '<int_list>')'
|'(zipWith '<int_arith_ops_protected>' '<int_list>' '<int_list>')'
|'('<int>':'<int_list>')'|'('<int_list>' ++ '<int_list>')'
|'(safeTail '<int_list>')'|'(safeInit '<int_list>')'
|'(take '<int>' '<int_list>')'|'(drop '<int>' '<int_list>')'

Figure 1: BNF Haskell grammar for the Vectors Summed problem of the General Program Synthesis Benchmark Suite

functional programming approach in GP [44]. Despite promising
results, little work followed directly from this.

Integration of tools available to pure functional languages that
exploit the mathematical properties of programs are perhaps the
biggest motivation for evolving code in functional languages. Tools
like Speculate [2] and QuickSpec [34] for example can discover
properties about functions. This could be used to find semantically
similar individuals to remove from populations, discover unreach-
able branches for pruning, or rewrite individuals into simpler forms.
Other tools can be employed that reason about the correctness of
programs based on some specification. Recently, some researchers
have begun investigating how such tools can be incorporated with
GP including using counter examples to drive the search [23] and
program-sketching [3], both ideas originating from the program-
ming languages community. Other work has considered type re-
finements [11, 41] to constrain the search space.

4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We select Haskell as the purely functional language for evolution as
it is mature, popular (in the context of purely functional languages)
and has a rich ecosystem. Motivated by [12] we use the grammar de-
sign pattern for arbitrary program synthesis problems to construct
our grammar for evolving Haskell programs (Section 4.1). Evolution
is carried out using the derivation tree representation in PonyGE2
[10]. Adjustments were made to PonyGE2, where required, to allow
for the evolution of Haskell programs and the experiments carried

out. The code, grammars and data are available online2. For the
imperative approach we use PonyGE2 to evolve Python programs
using the grammars from [12] also available online3. The Python
grammars make use of imperatively styled code such as function
scoped mutable variables and looped control flow.

4.1 Grammar Design Pattern for Haskell
Historically for GGGP a bespoke grammar has been crafted for
each problem — this is not a trivial task when the benchmark is 29
problems of varying type. The grammar design pattern for program
synthesis problems reduces this burden by creating a grammar for
each data type for use in the system and a grammar that handles
code structure (control flow etc.). For a single problem the data type
to be considered can then be specified, allowing the corresponding
grammars to be selected individually and combined; this stops the
search space being unnecessarily large.

For this work we have followed the design pattern and cre-
ated a Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar that includes all the
following Haskell data types we consider for the benchmark suite:
Int, Double, Bool, Char, String, [Int], [Double] and
[String]. The grammars for each problem were constructed manu-
ally by pruning the parent grammar based on the types selected for
each problem. An example of one of the resulting Haskell grammars
is shown in Figure 1.
2A persistent version of the implementation is located at 10.5281/zenodo.6499027
3https://github.com/t-h-e/HeuristicLab.CFGGP
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Table 1: Details of the subset of the General Program Synthesis Benchmark Suite [18] used for evaluation.

Problem Training/ Input Output Additional Terminals
Test Cases Type(s) Type Available Type(s)

Number IO 25/1000 Int Double - Int ERC, Double ERC
Small Or Large 100/1000 Int String Bool “small”, “large”, Int ERC
Compare String Lengths 100/1000 3 x String Bool Int Bool ERC
String Lengths Backwards 100/1000 [String] [Int] Bool Int ERC
Last Index of Zero 150/1000 [Int] Int Bool 0
Vector Average 100/1000 [Int] Double - -
Super Anagrams 200/2000 2 x String Bool Bool, Int, Char Bool ERC, Int ERC, Char ERC
Vectors Summed 150/1500 2 x [Int] [Int] - [], Int ERC
Negative To Zero 200/2000 [Int] [Int] Bool 0, []
Median 100/1000 3 x Int Int Bool Int ERC
Smallest 100/1000 4 x Int Int Bool Int ERC

The benchmark suite advises that any system should use a similar
set of instructions and to not cherry pick instructions. One of the
motivating factors of evolving in a functional language is that by
higher order functions and composition it is possible to achieve
similar results with less instructions. The Haskell grammars are
smaller and make use of different functions, but where possible,
similar functions to those used in [12] are selected for comparison.
As a rule we only selected functions that are available in the Haskell
Prelude, which is imported by default into all Haskell programs.
Some of the Prelude instructions weremodified to ensure evaluation
safety (see Section 4.2).

An additional factor that affects grammar size is the use of code
structuring: in the Python grammars there is the possibility to con-
struct for and while loops, but these constructs are not included
in the Haskell grammar due to the nature of functional languages.
We do include if-then-else statements in the Haskell grammar;
however, these are included in the individual data types as they
are simply functions that return a type depending on a conditional.
For each type the grammar first splits the type by values and ex-
pressions (functions). In problems where a type has no values, i.e.
neither a variable or ephemeral random constant (ERC) is defined
for the problem, the grammar is reduced to only expression produc-
tions. The Python grammars include three variable placeholders for
each datatype used, together with instructions to assign or change
these values, whereas mutable variables are not legal in Haskell
and have therefore been omitted. This means that for the Haskell
grammar there was no design choice to be made in regard to how
many variables need to be specified in advance.

The Haskell grammars allow for the use of higher order func-
tions such as zipWith, foldl, filter etc. However, as this is
a preliminary investigation, their application is currently limited
to arithmetic operations, i.e. there is currently no functionality for
passing any function (of the correct type) to a higher order func-
tion. Neither do the grammars include the scope for creating local
variables within functions, Lambda expressions, or recursion (of
the evolved function). Other code structuring patterns common in
Haskell such as guards and pattern matching have not been allowed
for; these constructs are syntactic sugar for the base language and
it is not clear if they would make the code more or less evolvable.

As in [12] we use a skeleton of a Haskell module so that individ-
uals can be evaluated. The evolved function from each individual
is injected into the skeleton. The skeleton is then executed and
returns a fitness to the evolution framework.

4.2 Haskell Program Details
To run an evolved Haskell program, a separate subprocess was cre-
ated and the program was compiled and executed using the runghc
Glasgow Haskell Compiler [26], version 8.10.7. The subprocesses
were assigned a timeout, which if exceeded kills the subprocess,
resulting in the individual being assigned the worst possible fitness.

Each Haskell skeleton imports a Haskell module Functions,
which includes protected functions and functions required for fit-
ness evaluation e.g. the Levenshtein distance metric.

The grammar has been designed such that all evolved programs
will be type safe, and therefore no compilation errors can occur.
Any other exceptions that occur are penalised by the individual
being assigned the worst possible fitness.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We investigate the evolution of the purely functional language,
Haskell, and the imperative language, Python, using a GGGP sys-
tem. We do this via a performance comparison using problems from
the benchmark suite (Section 5.1) and inspection of the evolved arte-
facts. We first discuss the benchmark suite and then the parameter
settings for the experiment.

5.1 Benchmark Suite
For this work we consider a subset of the benchmark suite [18].
The full benchmark suite consists of 29 general programming prob-
lems. Details of the subset of 11 problems are presented in Table 1.
By covering all possible types in the benchmark suite, we regard
the subset as somewhat representative of the full benchmark. The
subset selected uses four of the seven problems selected as a subset
by Sobania and Rothlauf [35].

In this study we use the data as provided the PonyGE2 frame-
work, primarily because it was formatted correctly for the Python
implementation. Minimal reformatting of the data was required to
enable it to be used with Haskell. All of the data used was checked
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Table 2: Experimental parameters

Parameter Value
Runs 100
Generations 100
Population size 1000
Selection Tournament
Tournament size 7
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.05
Elite size 1
Node limit 250

with a correct Haskell implementation to determine its veracity and
that perfect fitness was possible with the data. Some of the correct
Haskell implementations of the functions were taken from the Con-
jure library [27], and others were hand coded. The fitness functions
used have been translated from the Python fitness functions used
in [12].

5.2 Parameters
The parameters used in the experiment are presented in Table 2.
The same parameters have been used for the Python and Haskell
approaches. Compared to the original Python study [12] we reduce
the number of generations; all other parameters remain the same.
Forstenlechner et al. [12] previously showed that not all generations
were required to solve many of the problems, Sobania and Roth-
lauf also used fewer generations (100); however, they significantly
increased the population size (3000) [35]. The evolutionary search
was stopped when a correct solution was found on the training
data.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the experiment we simply check for how many of
the 100 runs an evolved program was able to produce all of the
correct outputs given all of the training examples. If a program
was found that solves all of these, it was then given all of the
test examples; if it produced all of the correct outputs for these,
it was said to have generalised to unseen data. This is shown in
Table 3 for both the evolved Haskell and Python programs. Both
approaches found solutions to 8 of the 11 problems on the training
set. Haskell found solutions that generalised to unseen data (the
test set) for all 8 problems it solved, Python managed 7. For 6 of the
11 problems considered the Haskell approach finds more correct
solutions with respect to the test set, Python found more solutions
for 4. It should be noted that the original implementation of the
Python approach, which used a higher number of generations,
achieved better results for 5 of the problems evaluated, two were
unchanged, and 4 problems realised better results than the original
implementation. For the problems where Haskell performs better
it does so against this implementation and the original Python
implementation [12].

How quickly correct solutions were found was also investigated
across the runs. In Table 4 we present minimum, maximum and

Table 3: Number of times a solution passed all of the training
and test examples for each problem of the benchmark suite,
presented for the Haskell and Python methods.

Haskell Python
Name Train Test Train Test

Number IO 100 99 100 100
Small Or Large 30 24 0 0
Compare String Lengths 94 85 12 0
String Lengths Backwards 0 0 35 34
Last Index of Zero 0 0 2 2
Vector Average 67 64 0 0
Super Anagrams 30 25 51 38
Vectors Summed 100 68 0 0
Negative To Zero 0 0 68 66
Median 100 96 39 21
Smallest 100 100 99 89

mean number of generations for problems that were solved across
the 100 runs for both approaches.

Additionally, we present some examples of evolved artefacts for
both approaches. We present evolved code for two problems that
both approaches found solutions to and one that only Haskell found
a solution to. These were selected primarily as they open up points
for discussion; further examples for each problem are available on
the GitHub page4.

Number IO5

For the Haskell approach most solutions take some form of:
evolvedFunction :: Int -> Double -> Double
evolvedFunction a b = ((+) b (fromIntegral (a)))

note that only the expression after the = symbol is evolved.
However, from further inspection of the results, we found that

many evolved needless instructions, e.g.
= ((+) (min b b) (fromIntegral (a)))

where min b b is not in the canonical form b. Others took advantage
of the input data range of [−100, 100], leading to solutions that
would not generalise under a different input range, e.g.
= ((+) (min (fromIntegral (661)) (fromIntegral (a))) b)

For the Python approach, some evolved examples have a sim-
ilar degree of interpretability, but these are far less common. For
example, a typical Python solution:
def evolve(in0, in1):

# evolved code
i0 = i1 = i2 = int()
f0 = f1 = f2 = float()
res = float()
f0 = in1
res = (in0 + div(in1,int(round((res +(int(math.floor(
max(int(res), ( f0 * f2 ))))- i1 ) )))) )
# end of evolved code
return res

4http://frsrgrrw.github.io/why-functional-program-synthesis-matters
5Given an integer and a float, return their sum.

http://frsrgrrw.github.io/why-functional-program-synthesis-matters
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Note that the function has been annotated both to show which
section is evolved, and for aesthetic purposes. Also, a portion of
the code is predefined, i.e. the first grammar production initialises
the variables. Perhaps the function is less interpretable, but this
is still a correct solution; notice that the second term in the sum
that increments res computes to 0 as it uses many non assigned
variables, this is a commonality in Python solutions. Despite the
Python solutions often being less readable than Haskell solutions,
Python in fact generalised to every test input for this problem,
Haskell evolved solutions that solved all but one.

Median6

For the Median problem, typical Haskell solutions are more com-
plex than those shown above, and require careful inspection to
understand how they work, e.g.
evolvedFunction :: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int
evolvedFunction x y z = (min (max x z) (max (if (if (even

(abs 37)) then (z <= y) else (odd 18)) then (max y z)
else (min (min z x) (max z 80))) y))

Note that we have formatted the output for aesthetic purposes; in
reality, it is one long expression with no line breaks or indentations.

Again, and similar to the Haskell effort at Median, the Python
evolved solution requires some inspection before understanding
how the result is produced.
def evolve(in0, in1, in2):

# evolved function
b0 = b1 = b2 = bool()
i0 = i1 = i2 = int()
res = int()
if int(4.0) is max(i2, +int(27.0))

b0 = True
else
i1 = -i2

res += min(max(in2, min(in1, in0)), +( max(+min(
min(abs(i0), in2), max(abs(in1), mod(i0,i1))),
abs(-min(-i1, -res))) + max(( int(01.0) * in0 ),
(in1 + res))))
# end of evolved code
return res

Vectors Summed7

No Python runs returned a correct solution for this problem. We
show twoHaskell solutions as they prompt an interesting discussion
point. Many of the evolved Haskell solutions are similar and realise
a function that looks like a human-coded solution, e.g.
evolvedFunction :: [Int] -> [Int]
evolvedFunction xs = (zipWith (+) (ys ++ []) xs)

The addition of the empty list is surplus to requirements in this case,
but the evolved code still computes the correct output and it will in
fact do this for any sound input. However, similar to the Number
IO problem, we can evolve code that will not achieve these results,
yet it will pass all test cases due to the data ranges considered, e.g.
= (zipWith (+) (take 183 xs) (take 966 ys))

6Given three integers, return their median.
7Given two equal-sized lists of integers, return a list of integers that contains the sum
of the inputs at each index.

This fails for vectors of length > 569. This is a manifestation of the
brittleness of ERCs. Undoubtedly, similar problems exist in other
evolved functions for other problems, but they are less interpretable
so the possible error is unknown.

Of the problems that the Haskell approach could not solve, if we
consider the reference implementations2, all use higher order func-
tions to find a solution. It is perhaps possible to encode solutions
in other ways but they would be highly irregular. Higher order
functions are included in the grammar but the implementation is
not generic enough to allow any function (that is a sound type) to
be used.

7 DISCUSSION
As shown in the results, both approaches find solutions to 8 of
the 11 problems. The Haskell approach finds some solutions that
generalise to unseen data for all the problems it solves, whereas the
Python approach finds some solutions that generalise to 7. More-
over, the Haskell programs do this with a mostly higher success
rate over the 100 runs. The nature of Haskell code means that the
grammar does not need to include as many rules for control flow,
structuring and variable assignments. This reduces the size of the
grammar and therefore reduces the search space. It is reasonable to
suggest this was one of the reasons for the success of the Haskell
approach. It is also notable that many solutions are found in the first
generation. This indicates that many solutionsmay have been found
during random initialisation; this requires further investigation.

We suspect that to tackle some of the more complex problems
in the benchmark, the Haskell grammar will require extension to
enable it to make full use of higher order functions and functional
motifs like Lambda expressions. Extending the grammar will ob-
viously increase the number of rules and therefore it is likely that
there may be some performance hit on the results for the solved
problems presented here.

With differing grammar sizes a question that arises is how we
conduct a fair comparison between different approaches. The fact
that we expect a functional language approach to produce a smaller
grammar is a motivating factor, but this will inevitably lead to the
approach being critiqued for using a smaller grammar than others.
Similarly, what functions to include or not include is a difficult
question. Although the benchmark suite makes recommendations
on this, when the programming paradigm changes and functions
become intrinsically different, following these guidelines requires
more thought.

Closely related, is the matter of which additional (to the input
and output) types to use for a problem. Particular types are recom-
mended in the benchmark. However, if the goal of automatic pro-
gramming is to discover some unknown function or program, then
should we be specifying explicit domain knowledge in the choice
of which types can be used? One argument is to use whichever
input and output types we are given, but many programs require
internal types which differ from those expressed in the input and
output data. An interesting challenge would be a benchmarking
competition where each problem is given without its name such
that no domain knowledge, other than input and output data, is
known. This would possibly provoke GP, or any other program
synthesis system, to evolve truly arbitrary programs.
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Table 4: Generation when a correct solution was found, if a correct solution was found. Minimum, maximum and mean across
the runs is presented. Where no correct solution was found within the evaluation budget we mark with ✗.

Haskell Python
Name Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Number IO 1 6 1.59 1 14 2.90
Small Or Large 19 99 42.09 ✗ ✗ ✗

Compare String Lengths 1 66 5.73 30 99 61.58
String Lengths Backwards ✗ ✗ ✗ 5 90 33.46
Last Index of Zero ✗ ✗ ✗ 5 75 40.00
Vector Average 1 67 7.03 ✗ ✗ ✗

Super Anagrams 3 98 40.33 9 98 46.35
Vectors Summed 1 9 1.83 ✗ ✗ ✗

Negative To Zero ✗ ✗ ✗ 3 100 25.53
Median 2 12 5.51 11 100 57.23
Smallest 1 4 2.17 6 44 15.22

For evaluation we tried to select a subset of problems that were
representative of the full benchmark. This is difficult to do, espe-
cially when comparing different approaches. Different approaches
will perform better on different problems; inspection of Table 3
shows that the two approaches are mostly solving different prob-
lems well. This is the nature of optimisation problems: there are
no free lunches here! But with respect to the Haskell approach, it
is maybe unsurprising that it achieved good results for the two
vector problems as it was able use functions that operated over en-
tire data types. Again, how we compare approaches needs careful
consideration.

We have shown that the functional approach may have some
benefits; however, this is not to say that it is the best method,
rather that it is a useful tool. In fact, as most mainstream languages
support functional idioms, a hybrid language grammar may be of
some utility. However, this would not result in pure programs and
unwanted side-effects would still be possible.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this preliminary work, we investigated the use of GGGP with a
purely functional language as the target language for evolution to
tackle program synthesis problems. The grammar design pattern
for program synthesis was used to develop a BNF grammar for the
Haskell language. Functional languages can express more programs
with a smaller function set through the use of modular program-
ming by higher order functions, and as such, realise a smaller search
space. Furthermore, programs written in a purely functional pro-
gramming language like Haskell have desirable properties that can
be exploited after evolution that might make them preferable as
code artefacts for general use, e.g. automatic refactoring to equiva-
lent functions, simpler to test, lack of side-effects, concurrency for
free (in certain cases).

The Haskell GGGP program synthesis system was evaluated on
a subset of problems from the General Program Synthesis Bench-
mark Suite. It was compared against the same GGGP system with
imperatively styled Python programs as the evolution target. For 6
of the 11 problems investigated, the evolved Haskell programs were
able to find more correct solutions that generalised to unseen data.

For 3 of the problems selected, we were not able to evolve a correct
solution in Haskell. The Haskell grammars were smaller in size than
the Python grammars, as they require fewer code constructions
such as loops or variable assignments, and the smaller grammar
is likely a factor in the better performance. It was found that the
grammar design pattern requires further extension to enable the
full use of the Haskell Prelude made available for evolution. The
Haskell grammar lacked the expressiveness to solve some of the
problems as it was not able to use all higher order functions as
they would be used in hand crafted Haskell programs. A Haskell
grammar perhaps requires, as well as data type grammars, function
signature grammars, so that functions can be passed as arguments
in the grammar productions.

Inevitably, this early work raised more questions than answers.
Future work should address grammar design for the optimal evolu-
tion of functional programming languages. How can we create a
grammar where we pass functions (possibly with corresponding
arguments) to other functions via grammar rules and productions?
Swan et al. [40] have previously investigated synthesis of functions
as inputs for higher order functions which may be effective, another
option is the use of attribute grammars [30]. Further considerations
include: the introduction of local variables, Lambda expressions and
the inclusion of Haskell’s syntactical sugar, like pattern matching
and list comprehensions.

Future work should also consider the updated program synthesis
benchmark [16], Lexicase selection, and run for a greater number
of generations for a complete comparison.

Finally, some of the proposed benefits of evolving in a functional
language should be included in the evolutionary search, e.g. us-
ing the mathematical properties of Haskell functions to ensure
that individuals in the population are unique, term rewriting (to
the canonical form) for more interpretable evolved code and to
reduce the search space, and type refinements, or dependencies, to
constrain the search space.
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